LET'S GET CREATIVE!

WAYNE THIEBAUD

Ages 2-6

BBQ Beef, Wayne Thiebaud, Screenprint, 1970
Wayne Thiebaud was born in Mesa, Arizona in 1920. Thiebaud is best known for his colorful and often humorous depictions of commonplace objects, such as pies, cakes, hot dogs, paint cans, and even lipsticks. His use of single and multiple images off mass produced food has linked him to Pop Art, yet he considers himself a realist painter.
Today we are inspired by *BBQ Beef*, from our temporary exhibit, *Forming the Maslow Collection*.

What do you see? Describe the sandwiches.

What shapes are the sandwiches? Round? Rectangular? Another shape?

What colors are used for this type of sandwich?
Now that you are familiar with *BBQ Beef*, we will learn about shapes as we make our own sandwich inspired by *BBQ Beef*.

- What type of sandwich do you like?
- What shape is your sandwich? Triangular? Rectangular? Crust or no crust?
- What colors are used for your sandwich? How would you make it?
MATERIALS:

CONSTRUCTION PAPER (BROWN, PURPLE, GREEN, YELLOW, RED & PINK)
MARKERS (PINK, RED, ORANGE, YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, PURPLE & BROWN)
GLUE
SCISSORS
PENCIL
LET'S GET OUR INGREDIENTS!
CUT OUT SQUARES FROM YOUR YELLOW CONSTRUCTION PAPER.
WITH A MARKER DRAW YOUR CIRCLES AND LINES ON YOUR CHEESE.
BE CREATIVE WITH YOUR CHEESE! USE SCISSORS TO CUT HOLES IN YOUR CHEESE.
CUT OUT TWO RED CIRCLES & TURN YOUR RED CIRCLES INTO TOMATOES.
WITH YOUR RED AND ORANGE MARKERS DRAW YOUR SEGMENTS AND SEEDS.
CUT OUT TWO PURPLE CIRCLES, THEY WILL TURN INTO ONIONS.
USE PURPLE MARKERS TO CREATE THE CIRCULAR GROOVES INSIDE.
CUT OUT TWO GREEN CIRCLES.
The green circles can be pickles, or cucumbers. Use markers and draw a peel and seeds in the center.
CUT OUT A GREEN SQUARE FOR YOUR LETTUCE. WITH YOUR GREEN MARKER DRAW SOME DETAILS ON YOUR LETTUCE.
CUT OUT A PINK SQUARE FOR YOUR HAM SLICE. USE YOUR PINK MARKER TO GIVE IT SOME SHADING.
WHAT’S A SANDWICH WITHOUT BREAD?
WITH YOUR PENCIL DRAW YOUR BREAD AND THEN CUT IT OUT.
LEAVE THE CRUST BY COLORING THE BORDERS BROWN.
LET'S LAY OUT OUR INGREDIENTS:
1 PIECE OF CHEESE
2 TOMATO SLICES
2 PICKLES/CUCUMBERS
2 ONIONS SLICES
1 SLICE OF HAM
1 LETTUCE SLICE
2 SLICES OF BREAD
Stick everything in place, making sure all the edges are under the bread slice. Feel free to add more ingredients!
CREATE AND SHARE!

WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU!
SHARE YOUR FINISHED PRODUCT WITH US
BY EMAILING ASSISTANT.PROGRAMS@EVERHART-MUSEUM.ORG

OR BY USING THE HASHTAG #EVERHARTCREATES

Sandwich, 1960